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Alexandre Amange Creation You must download this Mod By TheNecromancerThe setting: Reverse have beaten Counter Logic Gaming at the Major and are on their way to the finals of the tournament. After a battle-of-strength against Team Dignitas they went on a ride winning the second round-of-stock-and-pass and the third round-of-salt-and-pepper against their former team. After that, they went on a momentum-chasing spree taking down EG, Liquid and then a clear victory over Evil Geniuses. Their group was
quite bad. They had to go up against Team Liquid (2-1) and Fnatic (1-2). At first, I thought that they had to take on Fnatic, but that is not what happened. The first match The game started and suddenly everyone just start hogging the gold. The first round was usually skirmishes, with 1-3-1 or 2-1-2. After the first round, the game changed a bit. I am not sure if it was CG, but I believe they were dominating on the Terrorblade side. Do you know why? Well, if you watch the deserter and the Desolator you can clearly see
that NG is playing away with the little warrior and the Demoman with the lone Na’Vi. The Terrorblade only does a bit of work, but the Demoman is really holding up their base. The second match The second match was a bit better. It was a 3-0, I believe. After the second round of bans, the Desolator was slightly ahead. However, the only thing that was really strong for them was the Templar Assassin. The third round The third round of bans was rather interesting. I think we had 2-0-1 or something like that. It was a 2-3

with a very interesting veto: Mines + Medics + Medics + Demoman + Sniper The fourth round I am not sure whether it was 4-1 or 4-2. This was the first time I saw the composition: Mines, Sniper and Medics The winner of the round was Fnatic. The fifth round The game was actually a victory for CG, but I am not sure if it was 4-3, 4
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